Seating Chart with Capacities

360°

Floor Seats: 632 (includes 12 ADA seats)
Lower Bowl Seating Capacity: 8,328 (includes 194 ADA seats)
Balcony Seating Capacity: 5,446* (includes 16 ADA seats)
TOTAL: 14,406 (includes 222 ADA seats)

- Lower bowl is all 100 level sections; upper bowl is all 200 level sections.
- Larger, bold numbers in diagram are section numbers, other numbers are the seating capacity in each section.

* PLEASE NOTE: Depending on size of stage and how far away from north wall, balcony level seats in sections 207-211 may be limited view. If a 5-ft tall stage is 16 ft from back wall, seated fans in these sections should be able to see artist from knee up at approximately 9ft8 inches from downstage edge.